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Fragment molecular orbital investigation of the role of AMP protonation

in firefly luciferase pH-sensitivityw
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Firefly bioluminescence displays a sensitivity to pH changes through an alteration of the energy

of the emitted photon leading to yellow-green light above BpH 6.5 and red light below this

value. Calculations using the fragment molecular orbital method have been performed on the

active site of the luciferase enzyme from the Japanese firefly Luciola cruciata in order to

investigate both the importance of different protonation states and tautomeric forms of the

lumophore, oxyluciferin, and the role played by protonation of the active site AMP molecule.

The results suggest that whilst an equilibrium between several protonation/tautomeric states of

oxyluciferin is possible, a single oxyluciferin species (the phenolate–keto form) may be mostly

responsible for both emission colours, with changes in polarization by the active site caused by

protonation of the AMP molecule playing an important role in mediating the pH-dependent shift.

1. Introduction

1.1 Bioluminescence

In the phenomenon of bioluminescence, biological organisms

generate light by creation of an excited-state reaction product

which then decays to its ground state and emits a photon. This

ability has evolved in many types of organisms including fungi,

bacteria, insects and a number of aquatic/marine species.

Initial scientific interest in bioluminescence was driven purely

by a desire to understand this captivating natural phenomenon

and consequently decades of contributions to the scientific

literature on this subject have been made by a huge number of

researchers.

Recently interest in this field has become considerably more

application-driven with bioluminescent reactions finding uses

as sensitive tools in the bio-medical sciences for the monitoring

of cellular processes, gene expression and even imaging of live

tissues. In the environmental sciences bioluminescence has also

been applied to problems such as detecting the presence and

rate of increase of unwanted bacterial strains. This same

approach has also been used to detect bacterial contamination

in the food industry.

A significant advantage that bioluminescence has over the

related phenomenon of chemiluminescence is the fact that the

latter is considerably less efficient at producing light. This

efficiency is measured in terms of quantum yield, F=FCFeFfl,

where FC is the yield of product molecules in the reaction, Fe is

the percentage of these which are produced in the excited state

and Ffl is the amount of light produced (the fluorescence

yield). Whereas chemiluminescent reactions have quantum

yields that generally fail to reach 5–10%, bioluminescent

reactions can have significantly higher efficiencies.

The most efficient bioluminescent reaction known is that of

the firefly. For many years this was thought to be 88%,1,2 a quite

remarkable efficiency when compared with chemiluminescent

reactions and one which lead to a huge research effort in an

attempt to understand how such a phenomenon could occur.

Recently, however, this figure was re-examined by Ando et al.3

using a newly developed total-photon-flux spectrometer which

allowed for a more accurate determination of the quantum

yield from the American firefly Photinus pyralis. With this

approach the figure was found to be 41.0 � 7.4%. Whilst this

is only half of the efficiency previously ascribed to the firefly

reaction, it remains far above anything that has been possible

with chemiluminescence and so strongly supports the continued

development of bioluminescent technologies (in particular

those based on firefly bioluminescence) for biomedical and

other applications where detection of very low levels of the

substance of interest are required.

1.2 The firefly bioluminescence reaction

The firefly bioluminescence reaction is mediated by the

synthase enzyme luciferase and requires the presence of ATP

and Mg2+ to proceed (Fig. 1).4 The substrate, luciferin,

combines with the ATP to form luciferyl–adenylate which

then reacts with oxygen and loses AMP to yield a cyclic

dioxetanone intermediate. Decarboxylation of this intermediate

yields the singlet excited state oxyluciferin molecule which

then decays to the ground state emitting a photon.

The primary structures of a number of beetle luciferases

have been known for some time and recently crystallographic

structures have been determined for luciferases from P. pyralis

and the Japanese firefly Luciola cruciata.5,6 The L. cruciata
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structures were obtained in combination with oxyluciferin and

AMP in one case, and also with the high-energy luciferyl–

adenylate analogue 50-O-[N-(dehydroluciferyl)-sulfamoyl]-

adenosine (DLSA).5 Firefly luciferases contain two domains

with the larger N-terminal domain joining to the C-terminal

domain by a short flexible hinge region. The active site is

formed by the closure of the two domains around the hinge

region and so both domains play an important role in the

reactivity of the enzyme.7

The roles of amino acid residues both within the active site

and in other, more distant regions of the enzyme have been

subjected to a great deal of study by mutagenesis experiments

which have done much to clarify which of those residues are

important in determining the colour of the emitted light.8–15

This approach has been used to investigate the general

phenomenon of different emission colours in different beetle

species and also to look at more specific problems such as the

colour change observed for individual species when external

factors influencing the reaction are altered. Red-shifting of the

firefly emission maximum can be induced by elevated

temperatures, addition of divalent metal cations such as

Cu2+ and substances such as urea which cause denaturation

of enzyme structure.16–18 A similar red-shift is observed in

firefly emission when the pH is altered with yellow-green

emission occurring at BpH 8, orange-yellow at BpH 7 and

red at BpH 6.5.3 The ability to control this red-shift is highly

desirable in applications such as in vivo medical imaging.

Here, red emitters might make much more sensitive probes

by virtue of the fact that red light is absorbed very poorly by

mammalian tissues in comparison to light of higher energies.19

Several mechanisms have been proposed in an attempt to

explain how this pH-dependent red-shift might occur and

remain a topic for debate.20

(a) The original mechanism proposed by White et al.21

suggested that the colour depended on keto–enol

tautomerism in the oxyluciferin product (Fig. 2). The

phenolate–keto–OxyLH� form was thought to emit red light

whilst the phenolate–enol–OxyLH� was the yellow-green

emitter. Experiments using the tautomerically-constrained

5,5-dimethyl oxyluciferin analogue disagree with this and

suggested that only a single (keto) form is required to produce

the different colours.22 Consequently, this hypothesis no

longer receives much support in the literature but it is included

here as it has contributed considerably to the development

of subsequent models.

(b) A similar mechanism was proposed by Branchini et al.9

Instead of keto–enol tautomerism, different resonance hybrids

of phenolate–keto–OxyLH� were invoked to explain the

different emission energies. The relative contributions of the

various resonance forms to the molecular wavefunction were

thought to be altered by changes in phenolate–keto–OxyLH�

polarization by its microenvironment at different pH values.

(c) A third hypothesis, which also invokes polarization of

various OxyLH2 species by the luciferase active site, suggests

that as the polarization increases so does the red-shift.23–25

The application of time-dependent density functional theory

to this problem indicated that phenolate–enol–OxyLH�,

phenol–enolate–OxyLH� and OxyL2� were responsible for

the shift from yellow-green emission to red.23 However,

this disagrees with the experimental observations using the

5,5-dimethyl analogue which suggests that only the keto forms

are required and so leaves the problem unresolved.

Fig. 1 Firefly bioluminescence reaction. Reaction of luciferin (I) with ATP liberates inorganic pyrophosphate (PPi) and forms the

luciferyl–adenylate (II). Reaction of II with molecular oxygen releases AMP and forms the dioxetanone intermediate (III), which decarboxylates

to produce oxyluciferin (V) in the singlet excited state. This then emits a photon of light as it decays to the ground state.

Fig. 2 Tautomeric and protonation states of the oxyluciferin

molecule.
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(d) A mechanism proposed by Nakatsu et al.5 also makes

use of an argument based on the microenvironment but in

their model it is geometrical rearrangement of the active site

that is thought to permit structural relaxation of the emitter

molecule. This would in turn lead to alterations in the emission

energies and mutagenesis of the active site residues to effect

changes in the cavity size were used to support this hypothesis.

As these changes presumably alter the binding throughout the

course of the reaction it is possible that the effects may be more

complex than simple changes in the complexation of the

emitter species.

Thus, the dominant hypotheses regarding pH-dependent

colour-tuning in the firefly bioluminescence focus on two main

aspects of the luciferase–oxyluciferin system; (I) changes in the

emitter molecule oxyluciferin and (II) changes in the active site

microenvironment. Electronic and conformational changes

are considered for both, however, configurational changes

(in this case (de)protonation and tautomerism) are only

considered for oxyluciferin.

1.3 Theoretical studies

Theoretical electronic structure methods have been applied to

this problem and a number of studies have been aimed at

elucidating the details of the colour-tuning processes.20,23–28

The majority of studies have involved the calculation of

electronic excitations of oxyluciferin without the explicit

presence of the luciferase microenvironment. The results

arising from these studies are therefore limited in their generality

and although some indication that the polarizing nature of the

microenvironment is likely to be involved has been forth-

coming, the majority of the direct information relates to the

tautomeric/protonation states of the lumophore itself.

As these studies themselves suggest that both the details of

the OxyLH2 molecule and the microenvironment are vital to

controlling emission colour, it is difficult to be certain in the

absence of an accurate model of the active site that the results

concerning the influence of the oxyluciferin structure are

reliable. Several groups have recently begun to work with

extended portions of the reaction system and active site

contributions to the colour tuning in firefly luciferase are

now being investigated explicitly.

The leaders in this field were Nakatani et al. who applied the

symmetry adapted cluster configuration–interaction (SAC-CI)

approach to study the effects of active site side chain

modification on firefly emission colour. Initially these workers

used this method to investigate the natural alterations in colour

occurring in fireflies29 and then went on to make predictions of

emission colours in mutant luciferases through in silico

mutagenesis SAC-CI experiments.30 A similar study which

looked at artificial changes in the firefly active site was that of

Tagami et al. who used the fragment molecular orbital (FMO)

method to perform calculations of OxyLH2 excitations using

time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) in the

electrostatic field obtained self-consistently from ab initio

calculations on the surrounding active site.31 A recent

TDDFT-based study of the role of several L. cruciata luciferase

active site residues was undertaken by Min et al.27 This study

suggested that the emitter species was phenolate–keto–OxyLH�.

Whilst providing a great deal of insight into the luciferase

system, the studies to date have not been totally conclusive

concerning the influence of the microenvironment on the

bioluminescence of the fireflies, and in particular its influence

on the pH-dependence of the emission colour. Therefore, in

this work we have performed a detailed study, using FMO,

of the luciferase active site and its interactions with the

oxyluciferin molecule.

Our primary aim in this study is to evaluate the effect of

changes in the oxyluciferin electronic structure, and

consequently its excitation properties, caused by changes in

the polarity of the active site. FMO was chosen for this

purpose as it permits the fully self-consistent relaxation of

the active site electronic structure under the influence of

differing external potentials. In addition, FMO permits a more

chemically-intuitive analysis of the total system to be

performed since individual fragments (in this case ligands,

amino acid side chains and water molecules) can be studied

separately and their individual contributions to the system

evaluated without the need to remove them and their influence

from the system under study.

2. Methods

All calculations were performed with GAMESS-US (January

12th 2009 release) unless stated otherwise.32

2.1 Luciferase structure

The crystal structure used was downloaded from the RSCB

Protein Data Bank33 (PDB accession number 2D1R; 1.6 Å

resolution) and contained luciferase complexed with

oxyluciferin and AMP, product molecules of the bioluminescence

reaction.34 To reduce the size of the calculation and also to

ease the fragmentation process for use in the FMO calculations

(see below), amino acid residues (and crystal waters) with

atoms within 7.5 Angstroms of the oxyluciferin molecule were

selected and excised from the protein using the Chimera

software package.35 To further simplify the fragmentation

procedure and also facilitate the interpretation of results it

was decided to only retain the residue side chains down to the

a-carbons and discard the peptide units. This had the

advantage that no covalent bonds would have to be divided

in the fragmentation process. Hydrogens were added to the

structure using Chimera and their positions relaxed at the

semi-empirical AM1 level whilst the coordinates of all other

atoms were kept fixed at their crystallographically determined

positions. The AM1 calculations were performed using the

ORCA electronic structure package version 2.6.35.36

In order to investigate the effects of pH on oxyluciferin itself

in the active site, all six tautomeric/protonation states shown

in Fig. 2 were generated. Of the active site components

contained in the model system the histidine, H247, has a

pKa of 6.04 and the AMP molecule has a pKa of 6.23 and

are potentially capable of undergoing (de)protonation in the

pH range where colour change has been noted.37 All of the

other potentially titratable side chains had pKa values that

were expected to be well outside this range and were therefore

not considered further. Inspection of the 2D1R crystal structure

showed that the d nitrogen atom in the H247 side chain was
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3.02 Å from the amide nitrogen of F249 and the dihedral angle

formed by the N(e)CN(d) portion of the H247 side chain and

the F249 amide nitrogen was 1581. This strongly suggests that

hydrogen bonding is occurring and therefore the H247 residue

must be in its neutral form in the crystal structure. For this

reason only the protonation of the AMP molecule’s phosphate

group was investigated in the present work. Both the dianionic

(high pH) and monoanionic (low pH) forms of AMP were

included for all forms of oxyluciferin and so 12 computational

models in total were generated. Each contained OxyLH2,

AMP, 31 residue side chains and 14 water molecules

totalling B490 atoms.

Whilst ground state optimization of systems of this size can

now be performed relatively easily with methods such as DFT,

the optimization of excited states of such systems remains

problematic. Because of the sheer size of this system, more

accurate and reliable techniques such as the complete-active-space

self-consistent field method (CASSCF) are not feasible. This

leaves either the uncorrelated configuration–interaction singles

(CIS) method or TDDFT. Whilst these simpler methods might

have been computationally tractable, there exists a problem in

that it is not always possible to obtain the state that is desired and

‘state-crossing’ can occur. This is true of excited state geometry

optimizations of small molecules and might be expected to be

more of a problem as the system increases in size and the

separation between states decreases.

2.2 Fragment molecular orbital calculations

The FMOmethod developed by Fedorov andKitaura38,39 begins

by separation of the system into fragments. Calculations

at a given level of ab initio electronic structure theory are

performed on these ‘monomers’ in the presence of the electro-

static field arising from the remaining fragments. Once self-

consistency has been reached in all monomers, all possible

fragment pairs (dimers) are subjected to the same process until

full self-consistency has been achieved for the system.

The total energy of the system is obtained from eqn (1)

E ¼
X

I

EI þ
X

I4J

ðEIJ � EI � EJÞ ð1Þ

where EI and EJ are monomer energies and EIJ is the energy of

the corresponding dimer. This scheme can be extended to

include 3-fragment effects40,41 (FMO3) in cases where very

high accuracy is desired but already at the 2-fragment (FMO2)

level the errors are negligible.40,41 However, in its present

implementation the FMO code does not permit the calculations

of interest in the present work to be performed using FMO3.

The total energy, E, can also be expressed as42

E ¼
X

I

E0I þ
X

I4J

D ~EIJ ð2Þ

where the second term is the interaction energy between

fragment pairs.

DEIJ ¼ E0IJ � E0I � E0J þ TrðDDIJV IJÞ ð3Þ

D and V are matrices for the electron density and

environmental electrostatic potential, respectively. The E0

terms are the energies of the monomers/dimers minus the

environmental component.

The FMO interaction energy obtained with this method

(known as pairwise interaction energy decomposition analysis,

PIEDA)43 provides a Morokuma-type breakdown of the

energy components into electrostatics, exchange and charge-

transfer when performed at the Hartree–Fock level. The use of

the MP2 correlation method gives further information on

dispersion interaction energies between fragments.44 Higher

level treatment of dispersion with techniques such as the

coupled-cluster method are currently not available with the

FMO code.

Using the FMO2 approach, pairwise interaction energies

between the oxyluciferin species and the active site were

calculated at the MP2/6-311G(d,p) level of theory giving

information on the strengths of the interaction with surrounding

amino acid side chains and other active site components. In

order to elucidate the detailed features of the active site

interaction with the oxyluciferin species individual contributions

from electrostatics, charge-transfer, exchange interactions and

dispersion were also determined. As quantum mechanical

effects such as exchange, charge-transfer and dispersion are

short-range in nature, the calculations of distant fragment

pairs were simplified by treating their interactions in a purely

electrostatic manner. Instead of pre-determined atomic point

charges as used in conventional quantum/classical QM/MM

schemes, Mulliken orbital population charge decomposition

was employed to provide a more detailed electrostatic field

than would be provided by point charges. In addition, the

orbital populations were obtained from the self-consistent

charge densities for the fragments meaning that they were

unique for each system under consideration and explicitly

included polarization effects. This approximation was imposed

for fragment pairs having a minimum distance (in Angstroms)

of RA,VdW + RB,VdW + 2, where R are the Van der Waals

radii of the closest atoms in fragments A and B.

The multi-layer FMOmethod was applied to the calculation

of electronic excitations using TDDFT. In layer 1 the

electronic structure of the full system was determined at the

FMO2-RHF level. The second layer of the calculation, which

contained only the oxyluciferin species of interest, was used

to perform a 1-body FMO-TDDFT calculation at the

TD-B3LYP level in the electrostatic field arising from the

layer 1 calculation. This TDDFT calculation was designated

FMO1:RHF-TDDFT. In addition to being computationally

more economical, the use of FMO2-RHF to provide the

electrostatic environment for subsequent FMO-TDDFT

calculations has been found to lead to changes of B0.05 eV

or less compared with either the case where DFT was used for

the first layer or if TDDFT was applied to the full system.45

Initial calculations at using the 6-311G(d,p) basis set were

repeated with the number of polarization functions doubled

to 2d,2p in order to evaluate the importance of increased

flexibility in the basis set. Diffuse functions were not used due

to unmanageable convergence problems in the FMO iterations

when they were included in the calculations.

The B3LYP functional was selected for this work because

the TD-B3LYP method has been found to provide very

accurate excitation energies in numerous theoretical studies

relating to firefly bioluminescence.20,23,24,46 In addition, the

FMO-1:RHF-TDDFT method has been shown to reproduce
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full TDDFT S0 - S1 energies with errors of less than+0.005 eV

in a number of chemically different systems (too high energies

being a result of neglect of quantum mechanical interactions

with the purely electrostatic environment).45

3. Results and discussion

3.1 MP2 interaction energy analysis

The overall geometry of the active site model is shown in

Fig. 3. Several of the energetically most important components

are labelled to aid in the following discussion. The residues,

ligands and waters retained from the crystal structure are listed

in Table 1 (numbering is from the 2D1R PDB file).

The energetically most important active site components

were selected using the criterion that for inclusion a

fragment must display an interaction energy of greater than

10 kcal mol�1 in at least one of the model structures. The

interaction energies of the active site components selected in

this way are shown in Fig. 4. Tables of the total PIEDA

energies plus the separate contributions from electrostatics,

exchange repulsion, charge-transfer and dispersion inter-

actions which lead to these totals are given in the ESI.w
As stated previously, two protonation states of the AMP

molecule were considered since its pKa is expected to be B6.2

which makes it a candidate for being involved in the

pH-dependency seen in the firefly bioluminescence

reaction (changes in the emission wavelength occurring at

approximately pH 6.5).

The case where AMP is deprotonated and carries a charge

of �2 will be referred to as ‘high-pH’ and where AMP is

protonated and has a charge of �1 will be referred to as

‘low-pH’. The high-pH data are presented in the graphs in the left

column of Fig. 4 and the low-pH data are presented on the right.

Those fragments providing the most important energetic

contributions are discussed below whilst the net effect of the

remainder is incorporated into the total interaction energies

and assumed to be of minor importance.

3.1.1 Standard amino acid residues. Overall, favourable

(negative) interaction energies were observed for R220,

H247, F249, R339, S349 and K531. The two arginine side

chains generally provided the largest favourable interaction

energies with R220 having a larger effect than R339. This

appears to be in agreement with mutagenesis studies which

showed that of the two arginines, R220 (R218 in P. pyralis

numbering) had the greatest influence on bioluminescence

colour.47 K531 also displays large favourable interaction

energies, falling just short of those of R220 and R339. This

is in agreement with experimental studies which have shown

that this residue (K529 in P. pyralis) is also critical for

bioluminescence in the firefly luciferase/luciferin reaction.48

Two exceptions to this are the enol–OxyLH2 case where the

K531 interaction is slightly unfavourable (positive) and the

OxyL2� case where the lysine interacts favourably with

oxyluciferin as strongly as R220. Whilst all of the positively

charged residues are close enough to oxyluciferin to not invoke

the electrostatic approximation, their quantum mechanical

interactions with the product molecule are extremely small,

showing that their influence is mediated almost exclusively by

electrostatic effects.

These residues’ interactions are dominated by electrostatics

(Tables S1–S12, ESIw) because of the unit positive charge

carried by each. However, this is not true of H247, F249 and

S349 which are neutral and yet still display relatively

strong favourable energies of interaction with oxyluciferin.

Fig. 3 2D1R active site showing most important residue side chains,

waters and ligands identified in the PIEDA analysis. Image prepared

using the UCSF Chimera software package version 1.4.1 build 30365

(http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/).

Table 1 Fragment numbering scheme used throughout this study. Residue numbering from 2D1R PDB structure

Fragment # Residue Fragment # Residue Fragment # Residue

1 S200 17 A319 33 Oxyluciferin
2 S201 18 R339 34 HOH2002
3 R220 19 Q340 35 HOH2003
4 N231 20 G341 36 HOH2012
5 H247 21 Y342 37 HOH2018
6 G248 22 G343 38 HOH2027
7 F249 23 L344 39 HOH2032
8 F252 24 T345 40 HOH2049
9 T253 25 E346 41 HOH2113
10 Y257 26 T348 42 HOH2156
11 I288 27 S349 43 HOH2229
12 E313 28 A350 44 HOH2325
13 A315 29 I353 45 HOH2337
14 S316 30 T529 46 HOH2470
15 G317 31 K531 47 HOH2573
16 G318 32 AMP
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Because of the lack of the large electrostatic interaction the

magnitudes of the total interactions are smaller, especially

with regard to the anionic oxyluciferin species. In the case of

the neutral oxyluciferin species the contributions from these

neutral residues dominate the active site energetic landscape,

as can be seen from the keto–OxyLH2 and enol–OxyLH2 data

in Fig. 4a and c. Dispersion and charge-transfer interactions

are responsible for the majority of the neutral residues’

interactions with oxyluciferin (Tables S1–S12, ESIw) and for

this reason these residues’ interaction energies remain relatively

unchanged regardless of the protonation/tautomeric state of

oxyluciferin or AMP. This is particularly true of F249

which displays a favourable (negative) interaction energy

of B11–15 kcal mol�1 in all cases studied.

The negatively charged glutamate groups of E313 and E346

were found to have strongly unfavourable (positive) inter-

action energies with oxyluciferin in all cases except those where

oxyluciferin was neutral. Both were located at a large enough

distance from oxyluciferin that the electrostatic approximation

described in Section 2.2 was invoked, therefore no values were

obtained for exchange, charge-transfer or dispersion.

3.1.2 AMP. In the high pH regime where AMP carries a

formal�2 charge, its interactions are strongly unfavourable with
all of the anionic oxyluciferin species and represent the

largest interaction energies seen for any of the active site

components. In the case of keto–OxyLH2 and enol–OxyLH2,

however, the interaction switches to being negative and favourable.

Fig. 4 Total FMO2-MP2/6-311G(d,p) interaction energies between active site components and oxyluciferin species; (a) keto–OxyLH2,

(b) phenolate–keto–OxyLH�, (c) enol–OxyLH2, (d) phenolate–enol–OxyLH�, (e) phenol–enolate–OxyLH� and (f) OxyL2�. Note: in cases

(e) and (f) different scales were required due to greatly increased interaction energies with the enolate species.
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This is particularly true of the enol species where hydrogen

bonding between the enol hydroxyl and the AMP phosphate

group can occur. Protonation of the AMP phosphate in the

low pH regime causes all AMP interaction energies to become

more negative leading to a reduction of the strength of

unfavourable interactions and analogously providing an

increase in the magnitude of the favourable ones.

AMP also displays some of the largest values for exchange,

charge-transfer and dispersion. This may be indicative of the

importance of the AMP binding orientation for the bio-

luminescence reaction, since not only does the proximity to

oxyluciferin produce very large electrostatic effects but it also

leads to strong electronic interaction with the oxyluciferin.

Thus, AMP may exert a more complex influence on the

reaction mechanism than a purely electrostatic effect.

3.1.3 Water molecules. Of the 14 water molecules included

in the calculations, 12 were found to have minimal interactions

with oxyluciferin (less than 5 kcal mol�1 with the average

being closer to B2). Two of the crystallographic waters did

display larger interaction energies, WAT2002 and WAT2325

(Fig. 4), with values comparable with those of the neutral

amino acid residues H247, F249 and S349, mentioned above.

WAT2325 has previously been identified as important in

influencing the electronic structure of oxyluciferin by

Ren et al. (in their nomenclature it was named Water324).

This water is closely associated with oxyluciferin, AMP and

K531 (Fig. 3) and is therefore likely to respond to changes in

nearby charges due to the strongly polar nature of its environment.

These changes are seen to be passed on to the product

molecule through strong classical and quantum mechanical

interactions (Fig. 4 and Tables S1–S12, ESIw).
WAT2002 displays the strongest interaction with oxyluciferin

in all but the phenol–enolate–OxyLH� and OxyL2� cases

where WAT2325 exerts a stronger effect. This water is located

close to the ring nitrogen in the phenothiazole half of the

product molecule where it forms a hydrogen bond to

oxyluciferin. The strong electrostatic interaction with oxyluciferin

is almost completely cancelled by the largest exchange energy

of all the active site components (in several cases the exchange

is larger than the electrostatic effect). In fact, much of the large

total interaction energy of this water molecule comes from

charge-transfer and dispersion contributions which are second

only to those of F249. Thus, WAT2002 is one of the most

important active site components in terms of its quantum

mechanical interactions with the oxyluciferin molecule.

3.2 TDDFT optical absorption calculations

Energies of the S0 - S1 excitation of the six oxyluciferin

species as calculated with the FMO1:RHF-TDB3LYP method

(see Section 2.2) are presented in Table 2. The values shown

were obtained with the 6-311G(2d,2p) basis set on all atoms of

the active site model. The same calculations performed with

half as many polarization functions i.e. the 6-311G(d,p) basis

set (see Table S13, ESIw) gave results that were generally

within 0.02 eV of those from the larger set suggesting that

for these calculations further increases in basis set were

unlikely to bring about significant changes in the results.

Diffuse functions were not included due to unmanageable

SCF convergence problems during the FMO iterations when

these were added.

As was the case in the PIEDA analyses, above, two

protonation states of the AMP molecule were considered in

order to investigate whether or not the colour change observed

in luciferase–luciferin bioluminescence at pH 6.5 might be

rationalized by (de)protonation of AMP. Thus Table 2

contains two columns relating to high pH where AMP is

deprotonated and carries a �2 charge and the low pH case

where AMP is protonated and has a charge of �1. The

geometries used in the PIEDA analyses were employed for

the TDDFT calculations.

With the exception of the neutral forms of oxyluciferin

which have very high excitation energies relative to the

bioluminescence emission energies of 2.2 eV (pH > 6.5,

yellow-green light) and 2.0 eV (pH o 6.5, red light), most of

the other species appear to possess excitation energies compa-

tible with their being candidates for the emitter species.

However, it must be kept in mind that within the constraints

of the pH-dependence of the firefly emission colours, reduction

in excitation energy must occur along with reduction in pH.

Combined with this, the current hypothesis that AMP (de)-

protonation is involved in altering the emission colour leads to

two possible mechanisms which greatly simplify the selection

of candidate emitter species.

Firstly, if it is assumed that a single form of oxyluciferin can

be responsible for producing both the yellow-green and red

emissions then only species displaying red-shifts of their

excitation energies upon protonation of AMP can be considered.

Within this model of the pH-dependence, oxyluciferin is

unaltered by the reduction in pH. This reduces the possibilities

to phenolate–keto–OxyLH� and phenolate–enol–OxyLH�

both of which have excitation energies close to the experi-

mental emission energies and both of which undergo red-shifts

of approximately the correct magnitude on protonation of

AMP (Table 2):

(A) phenolate–keto–OxyLH� (2.27 eV) - phenolate–keto–

OxyLH� (2.16 eV)

(B) phenolate–enol–OxyLH� (2.41 eV) - phenolate–enol–

OxyLH� (2.31 eV)

A second possibility permits that both AMP and oxyluciferin

are effected by the change in pH. Thus, in addition to

protonation of AMP on reduction of the pH, oxyluciferin

may undergo protonation/tautomeric changes as long as the

S0 - S1 excitation energy is reduced along with these changes.

Table 2 FMO1:RHF-TDB3LYP/6-311G(2d,2p) energies in eV for
the S0 - S1 excitation of the oxyluciferin species studied. Oscillator
strengths shown in parentheses

High pHa Low pHb

Keto–OxyLH2 3.51 (0.387) 3.74 (0.353)
Phenolate–keto–OxyLH� 2.27 (0.341) 2.16 (0.351)
Enol–OxyLH2 3.09 (0.553) 3.22 (0.551)
Phenolate–enol–OxyLH� 2.41 (0.353) 2.31 (0.333)
Phenol–enolate–OxyLH� 2.03 (0.254) 2.20 (0.261)
OxyL2� 2.27 (0.326) 2.46 (0.412)

a Corresponding bioluminescence emission found at 2.2 eV.34

b Corresponding bioluminescence emission found at 2.0 eV.34
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Including this extra degree of freedom leads to the following

additional pair of potential mechanisms for colour change:

(C) phenolate–enol–OxyLH� (2.41 eV) - phenolate–keto–

OxyLH� (2.16 eV)

(D) OxyL2� (2.27 eV) - phenolate–keto–OxyLH� (2.16 eV)

Experimental data from the literature seem to favour the

keto form over the enol form as the emitting species due to the

fact that the 5,5-dimethyl analogue of oxyluciferin (which is

constrained to be purely in the keto form) has been shown to

be capable of emitting both yellow-green and red light. The

results of the current calculations are consistent with this

picture and the predominance of the phenolate–keto–OxyLH�

form in the suggested mechanisms above appears to reinforce

the keto form as the candidate for the emitter species.

Although it is possible to suggest alternative colour-change

mechanisms based on the data in Table 2 these may make only

minor contributions to the overall bioluminescence emission in

firefly luciferase. Thus, it would appear that mechanism

A can be expected to be the most important contributor

to the pH-dependent colour change seen in the firefly

luciferase–luciferin bioluminescence reaction.

An important point to be made is that each of the above

mechanisms have been invoked at some point in the past in

order to rationalise colour change in firefly bioluminescence

(see Section 1.2, above). These varied observations by previous

workers may have been an indication that in fact multiple

chemical species and mechanisms contribute to the overall

phenomenon of firefly bioluminescence (and its colour

change). Thus, it is possible that complex equilibria are

involved in the luciferase–luciferin reaction and this may give

rise to the multiple colour and intensity variations that have

been observed in firefly (and other beetle) bioluminescence

despite the fact that a single emitter molecule is common to all

of these reactions. Suppression of these alternative mechanisms of

colour change by the enzyme could also be an explanation for

the existence of ‘pH-insensitive’ luciferases.7

4. Conclusions

In the current work we have investigated the role of luciferase

active site polarization in the pH-dependent colour change

observed experimentally in firefly bioluminescence. The effects

of altering the polarization of oxyluciferin by the luciferase

enzyme have been studied using theoretical calculations of the

active site interaction energies and first singlet excitation

energies of the six possible oxyluciferin protonation and

tautomeric states. The AMP molecule bound within the

luciferase active site adjacent to oxyluciferin was investigated

as a possible alternative site for the (de)protonation event

because of the fact that the phosphate group in AMP has

an aqueous pKa of 6.2 which puts it very close to the pH

of B6.5 at which firefly bioluminescence undergoes a red-shift

in emission colour.

Pairwise interaction energy decomposition analysis

(PIEDA) of the active site microenvironment of L. cruciata

luciferase (PDB accession number 2D1R) has shown that the

residues R220, H247, F249, E313, R339, E346, S349 and K531

are all very important in terms of the strength of their classical

and quantum mechanical interactions with oxyluciferin.

Similarly, the AMP molecule and crystallographic waters

WAT2002 and WAT2325 were found to play key energetic

roles in the active site. Based on this analysis it is suggested

that computational models of the luciferase active site should

incorporate all of these components at the very least to ensure

that the most important microenvironmental contributions are

included in future calculations.

The TDDFT data obtained here combined with general

chemical principles concerning keto–enol tautomerism favour

the phenolate–keto–OxyLH� form of oxyluciferin as the most

important emitter species in the firefly bioluminescence

reaction. In addition, the protonation of AMP is shown to

be a viable possibility to rationalize the pH-sensitivity of the

firefly bioluminescence reaction. As well as causing colour-

shifts in the electronic excitations of the oxyluciferin species,

invoking AMP in the role of proton acceptor removes the

problem of the oxyluciferin pKa values which are far from pH

6.5 in the ground state and are expected to be even more

removed from this value in the excited state.49–51

The present calculated data strongly support the role of

active site polarization of the emitting species in the pH

sensitivity of firefly luciferase. Furthermore, the most likely

mechanism for colour emission appears to involve only the

phenolate–keto–OxyLH� form as both the yellow-green and

red light emitting species. Alternative protonation/tautomeric

states of oxyluciferin may make minor contributions to the

overall bioluminescence emission but these are not absolutely

necessary to explain the pH-dependent colour change.
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